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U.S. officials react warily 
to Hussein's pullout order
■ White House press secretary Fitzwater says there have been no 
talks between Iraq, the U.N. and the United States. "The war goes on.”
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
White House reacted icily Mon­
day to a Baghdad radio dis­
patch that Saddam Hussein 
had ordered his troops to 
withdraw from Kuwait. “The 
war goes on,” President Bush’s 
spokesman declared.
White House press secretary 
Marlin Fitzwater said, “We’ve 
heard the radio reports. There’s 
been no contact with our 
government. No authoritative
contact with the U.N. that 
we’re aware of, so that really 
we don’t consider there being 
anything to respond to.”
“ T he w ar g o e s  o n ,” 
Fitzwater said.
Hussein ordered his forces 
early Tuesday to withdraw 
from Kuwait, Baghdad radio 
reported.
It said the order to 
withdraw was taken in accord­
ance with a Soviet peace
proposal that the allies had 
rejected before the start of the 
ground offensive.
The broadcast interrupted 
regular programming at 1:35 
a.m. Baghdad local time (5:35 
p.m. EST) to announce the 
development, 48 hours after 
the allies had launched a mas­
sive ground offensive to 
liberate Kuwait.
President Bush said earlier 
See GULF, page 4
Poly students lobby against fee hike
By Shea Roberts
stati Writar
eSU students traveled to 
Sacramento Monday to lobby 
against Gov. Pete Wilson’s pro­
posed 20 percent fee hike.
“Under the proposed budget, 
eSU fees could reach $900, more 
than quadrupling in one decade,” 
said Franklin Burris, ASI execu­
tive vice president. ‘This situa­
tion can’t go on. You (students) 
are going to pay 20 percent more
and get exactly what you got 
this year or maybe less.”
Students within the CSU 
system are charging that 
Wilson’s proposal would violate 
existing state law. Last year 
See LOBBYING, page 6
Poly searches for site 
to build sports facility
■ The complex possibly would house baseball, 
softball, soccer, track and football.
By Neil Pascale
Senior Staff Writer
Facing a shortage of sufficient 
athletic facilities. Cal Poly has 
begun preliminary studies on 
building a new sports complex 
for the university’s competitive 
sports.
Poly’s investigations consist of 
finding a suitable area for a 
sports complex and providing the
needed resources to construct it.
The condition o f athletic 
facilities was documented by the 
Athletic Tbsk Force, a 21-mem- 
ber board appointed by Cal Poly 
President Warren Baker. The 
task force was asked to review 
the future direction of athletics 
at Cal Poly.
In its report to Baker, the 
task force pointed out that 
Sec FACILITIES, page 7
eSUs protest ROTC policy




Conflicting policies may place 
the future existence of Cal Poly’s 
ROTC program in jeopardy.
The United States Depart­
ment of Defense, which is in 
ch.arge of all ROTC programs, 
strictly states it will not allow
homosexuals to participate in the 
armed forces.
Cal Poly, however, supports a 
Califomia State University-wide 
policy stating it will not stand for 
discrimination of any kind.
For the past year, academic 
senates and student associations 
on many CSU campuses
See ROTC, page 5
Eighteen village residents 
share the secret to living 
life in perfect ‘Harmony’
By Meredith Rehrman
stall Writaf_______ ____________________________
Nestled in the hills between 
Cambria and Cayucos is a 
quaint town called Harmony. 
Driving along Highway 1, it’s 
hard not to stumlsle upon this 
blocklong hideaway thanks to 
a bright green road sign that 
reads “Harmony — Population 
18”.
A turn down the potholed 
pavement “driveway” takes 
welcome visitors to the beginn­
ing, center or edge of town in 
less than 10 seconds. In the 
center of town, hidden between 
a farmhouse, which is con­
sidered outside city limits, and 
several specialty shops, is an 
English-style courtyard. It is 
surrounded by fences to keep 
nearby grazing cattle from 
entering. A wall painting at 
the entrance of the garden tells 
visitors the history of the
town.
Harmony grew up around a 
dairy founded in 1869. Until 
1907 the creamery changed 
hands several times. In these 
early days, rivalries among the 
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Harmony, located along Highway 1 between Cambria and Cayucos, at­
tracts travelers to Its quaint shops and restaurants. The tiny, hillside 
hamlet was named when its residents, formerly dairy farming rivals, 
agreed to a truce so they could live in harmony.
SIMON SMITN/Muatang Dally
Opinion:
Reporter Patricia Allen 
thanks a San Luis Obispo police 




The first in a series of profiles on 
Cal Poly students who are involved 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CAPTURE is 
not convenient
Today I wasted three to four 
hours of my time trying to 
register through the so-called 
“ c o n v e n ie n t ”  CAPTU RE 
registration system. Conve­
nient to whom? When a stu­
dent has to sit on the phone for 
hours dialing again and again, 
I don’t call that convenient. I 
call that asinine.
The adminstration must 
think that students have 
nothing better to do with their 
time than to listen to a busy 
signal all day. I can tell you 
that I’ve got a million other 
things to do with my time. But 
what are my options? If I don’t 
register during my alloted 
time, I’ll never get the classes 
I need. There has got to be a 
better way. I would think that 
a school with the reputation of 
Cal Poly could come up with a 
better system than “phone 
tag.”
John R. Daybell 
Business
What is wrong with consen­
ting adults doing what they 
want to in a sensual, loving 
way? Why should something 
which involves mature in­
dividuals expressing how they 
feel to another individual of 
the same sex be condemned?
The fact is homosexual 
bashing is one of the few last 
acceptable bigotries. As a 
direct result o f societal 
changes, we Americans can no 
longer publicly call blacks 
“niggers,” jews ‘Tcikes” or use 
other terms of bigotry accep­
tably in the public eye. But we 
sure can call a homosexual a 
“fairy” or a “fag.”
Besides what one’s religion 
dictates or the way one was 
socially programmed, what is 
actually wrong with homosex­
uality, a practice that is as an­
cient as man and woman 
themselves?
Although I p>ersonally feel no 
sexual attraction towards 
others of the same sex, I feel 
no com pelling reason to 






Sigh! The more letters I read 
from people like Clarke Brog- 
ger ranting about the evils and 
wrongness of hoe-moe-seck- 
shuality, the more I believe 
there are more followers of 
“Brother Jed” than ever. Even 
though homosexuality isn’t 
approved by all, it is a practice 
that has gone on since humans 
have existed.
Editor’s Note
Campus officials have 
been contacted by people 
f a l s e l y  i d e n t i f y i n g  
themselves as Mustang 
Daily reporters. If you 
are contacted  by a 
reporter, please feel free 
to call Mustang Daily to 
verify their affiliation.
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REPORTER'S NOTEBOOK
In tough situations, the 
city’s ‘finest’ do shine
By Patricia Allen
My roommate was still on the phone with the 
police station when the doorbell rang. I ran to 
get the door only to find a police officer on my 
doorstep. Now that was fast! Of course, my first 
thought was, “ If I had been d)dng there’s no 
way they would have gotten here that fast.”
I think this is how many people feel about San 
L uis Obispo’s finest. I will be the first to admit 
that my run-ins with the police (luckily I haven’t 
had many) have been, for the most part, less 
than pleasunt. But I also believe in giving credit 
where credit is due — and it’s due here.
Let me fill you in on what happened. A pro­
wler came onto our property last week and 
started looking in our windows. None of us 
wanted to call the police, thinking we might 
possibly know this person. Actuadly, I think 
most of this community fears that they could be 
overreacting and, therefore, hesitate to call the 
jKjlice. \Mien you live in a sorority house, it is 
not too surprising to come upon a pierson or two 
that you have never seen before. But, granted, 
they usually aren’t looking in your bedroom 
window.
Well, anyway, the guy didn’t  look like any­
one’s close friend, so one of our braver (or 
dumber, depending on how you look at it) girls 
went out to see what he wamted. His story 
didn’t fool anyone, and by the time I got back 
into my room, my roommate was on the phone 
to the police. Officer Hubbard arrived. He is the 
knight in a white car of this story.
I still don’t understand how he managed to 
calm us all down into a coherent group, but he 
did. He asked which one of us had seen the guy 
first. That person was me. He sat me down and 
kicked everyone else out o f the room. He had 
started taking my statement when someone 
called him on his radio. It was exciting listening 
to the person on the other end telling him that 
they had apprehended a guy in a truck fitting 
the discription. He then asked if we would be 
kind enough to take a ride down there and see 
for ourselves?
So much for the statement! Officer Hubbard 
quickly got two of us to go with him. On the 
way out he joked about how sitting in the back 
seat might make us look like criminals. I was 
the first one to the car, so I took the front seat. 
As we drove through San Luis Obispo, I could 
still feel myself slouching down, hoping no one I 
knew would see me. I’d never been in a police 
car before, and although it was interesting, I 
hope to never experience it again. Officer Hub­
bard agreed.
We picked up two girls from another sorority 
house that had also reported the prowler. We 
then headed onto the freeway where Officer 
Hubbard really began to shine. He explained all 
the procedures to us. He made us laugh, and he 
made us feel comfortable. I was a little nervous 
that I might not have gotten a good enough 
look at the prowler to identify him, but Officer 
Hubbard took my mind off of it.
I think I got some special treatment because I 
was in the front seat. He showed me how all of 
the car's little instruments worked, and he
showed me how to tune in the radio to any law 
enforcement force on the Central Coast. Then he 
proceeded to pull up to eveiy car on the freeway 
and joke about how people panic when he pulls 
up behind them.
I don’t know if Officer Hubbard is just a nice 
guy or of he was intentionally trying to make us 
relax, but he certainly accomplished the later. 
By the time we got to the place where the pro­
wler was, I wasn’t even fazed by the shotgun in 
my lap.
We identified the guy without any problems, 
and while Officer Hubbard talked to the Sheriff, 
I swapped stories with the other girls about 
what had happened. He kept us at a distance 
from the guy at all times. I don’t know how well 
the guy could see us inside the car, but I wasn’t 
worried.
The ride back was even more comfortable. Of­
ficer Hubbard made small talk with us, asking 
about school and telling us stories of other peo­
ple he had arrested. I don’t think I have ever 
felt so at ease around a police officer before.
I got home and rounded up everyone who had 
seen the guy, and we went to the station. Officer 
Hubbard put us in separate rooms and had us 
write out everything we saw. He came into my 
room and read over my statement, complimen­
ting me on how concise and well written it was. 
He asked me what my msyor was, and I basked 
in his praise, only to find out later that he said 
the same thing to all of us. Anyway, he treated 
us wonderfully. All of the girls were impressed 
with his ability to be efficient while still being 
friendly and entertaining. He probably could 
have gotten the same information from all of us 
if he had been hostile and sharp, but we 
wouldn’t have had as much fun and neither 
would he. I don’t think I’ve ever heard anyone 
tell me that their trip to the police station was 
fun, but I’m proof that it was.
San Luis Obispo police have had a bad repu­
tation, especially among students, regardless of 
whether they deserve it or not. One rotton apple 
can ruin the whole bunch. In this case, I think 
San Luis Obispo had a few perfectly g(x>d apples 
that we have been blinded from by the actions 
of a few others, and that isn’t fair.
We, as students, are always saying that we 
are being judged as a group by the actions of a 
few and that we are not given chances as in­
dividuals. Well perhaps we should look at how 
we judge others in turn. I am not saying that 
the f^lice have always acted correctly or handl­
ed situations in the best possible way. I am 
merely trying to point out that maybe, as in­
dividuals, there are some officers who don’t fit 
into that negative mold which we are so quick to 
put them in. When you find one of these good 
apples that shine, say so. They are just as 
human as we are, and everybody likes to be told 
they did a good job. Officer Hubbard, you did 
great.
Allen is a Journalism junior. This is her first 
quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
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Iraqi Scud missile hits Bright lights prepare 
U.S. military barracks astronauts for space
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) — An 
Iraqi Scud missile wrecked a U.S. military 
barracks housing more than 100 American 
soldiers tonight, and at least four were 
killed, witnesses said.
Some unofficial reports spoke of up to 40 
dead and wounded.
It was the first Ir£U)i Scud attack to hit an 
American target. One reporter said he saw a 
U.S.-supplied Patriot missile, apparently 
sent to intercept the Scud, explode in the 
sky.
More than 20 people were carried away in 
ambulances after the 8:40 p.m. attack, which 
destroyed the building, leaving only a steel- 
girder frame.
After the Scud hit, uninjured American 
servicemen and women gathered outside, 
many in tears, some shirtless as though 
roused from bed, some in civilian clothes. 
Many had gas masks around their waists, 
but there was no indication the missile car­
ried a chemical warhead.
Warsaw Pact breakup 
ends 35-year conflict
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — The War­
saw Pact effectively went out of business 
Monday, ending a 35-year confrontation with 
NATO that divided Europe and created his­
tory’s costliest arms race.
Defense and foreign ministers of Warsaw 
Pact members formally dissolved the East 
Bloc alliance’s military functions in a 20- 
minute ceremony at a luxury Western hotel 
on the Danube River.
Countries signing the agreement — the 
Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hun­
gary, Bulgaria and Romania — agreed to 
meet in Prague by July 1 to disband the al­
liance’s remaining structures.
A meeting planned later this week to dis­
band Comecon, the Soviet-led equivalent of 
the E.E.C., was postponed indefinitely.
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) — 
Astronauts slated for the overnight shift on 
the next space shuttle flight will spend the 
week before launch staying up all night and 
squinting under bright lights in an. all-white 
room.
Doctors believe the treatment will help 
the men adjust to the irregular sleep cycles 
demanded by Discovery’s round-the-clock, 
military mission.
The new technique, aimed at tricking the 
body into resetting its internal clock, worked 
wonders for the last space shuttle crew. The 
four Columbia astronauts reported feeling 
rested and alert throughout the taxing mis­
sion in December in spite of their odd hours.
“We all felt better,” pilot Guy Gardner 
said. “The lights did the trick.”
Before last year’s experiment with bright 
light, astronauts prepared for offbeat hours 
in orbit by going to bed a little earlier, or a 
little later, every night for several weeks 
before liftoff.
Bribery trial for state 
lawmakers hits snag
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — Two state legis­
lators prepared to face a bribery trial in a 
case that has taken a dramatic twist in 
recent days as the prosecution’s key witness 
was indicted on drug charges.
Jury selection was to begin today in the 
trial of Democratic Reps. Larry Blanding 
and BJ. (Jordon, with U.S. District Judge 
Falcon Hawkins presiding.
Blanding, 37, and (Jordon, 58, are among 
14 current or former members of the Legisla­
ture, four lobbyists and a member of the 
state Highway Commission indicted in con­
nection with the FBI sting dubbed Operation 
Lost Trust.
The case took a new twist Thursday when 
undercover FBI informant Ron Cobb was in­
dicted on two counts of cocaine possession.
Census shows rise in 
California minorities
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Hispanics ac­
count for more than a fourth of all Califor­
nians, dramatically increasing during the 
1980s to nearly 7.7 million, while the per­
centage of black Californians declined slight­
ly during the same decade, according to 
federal census figures released Monday.
The census also reported that the city of 
Oakland was the only one of California’s 10 
largest cities in which blacks outnumbered 
whites, about 163,000 to 121,000.
The figures, the latest in a series of sur­
veys stemming from the U.S. Census 
Bureau’s 1990 count, reflected a continuing 
decline in the proportion of whites, who 
dropped to 69 percent of the state’s popula­
tion in 1990. Ifen years earlier, about 76.2 
percent of all Californians were white.
According to the federal census figures, 
there are about 29,760,000 people in Califor­
nia.
Gunshots fail to deter 
vigil against violence
EAST PALO ALTO, Calif. (AP) — Early 
morning gunshots have failed to weaken the 
resolve of the Rev. Bob Hartley, who has 
vowed to continue his one-man vigil against 
street killings in this drug-plagued com­
munity.
Hartley, 54, wasn’t hit. He is in the mid­
dle of a two-week silent demonstration in 
front of Jones Mortuary, where numerous 
bodies of victims of drugs and street crime 
are taken.
Last year, the city set a murder record 
with 21 killings. Three have been recorded so 
far this year. The latest victim, 20-year-old 
Menelik (Joodwill, was shot 20 times Feb. 9.
Hartley hopes to raise community aware­
ness by spending 24 hours a day outside the 
mortuary, eating only bread and water, and 
sleeping in a metal chair. A hand-painted 
sign reads, “Stop the Street Killings.”
Travel options outside Europe await students
By Paul Fairman
Special to the Daily
If you are feeling a bit 
uncertain about summer 
travel, I suppose I should 
throw out a few alternative 
possibilities to the traditional 
summer trip to Europe. After 
all, it is a big diverse world 
full of interesting countries 
and locals. I imagine part of 
the lure of a European trip is 
that “everybody does it.” 
Well, there are a lot of other 
places where “everybody” 
goes also.
For example, where do all 
the Australian students go? 
Not to Europe. The “in” 
place for the Aussies is Bali, 
in Indonesia. The surf is 
good, the people are friendly, 
the food and accommodations 
are dirt cheap, and there are 
p l e n t y  o f  f u n - l o v i n g ,  
English-speaking types to 
party with. Sure, the airfare 
might be a couple hundred 
bucks higher than a ticket to 
Amsterdam, but just try to 
get a $10 hotel on the beach 
there. There are many inter­
esting places that one can 
visit on a trip to Bali, like 
Tha i land ,  Hong Kong,  
Hawaii or Japan. These stop-
See TRAVEL, page 6
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
AT POINT MUGU. CALIFORNIA 
(50 MILES NORTH OF LOS ANGELES) 
< < < < < <  MAKER OF THE F-14-TOMCAT > > > > > >
GRUMMAN®
A registered trademark of Grumman Corporation
GRUMMAN WILL BE CONDUCTING A FORMAL OPEN
HOUSE PRESENTATION 
(AN EARLY INFORMATION SESSION) ON 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 26,1991 
FROM 7:00 PM TO 9:00PM
IN THE STAFF DINING HALL (BUILDING 19) ROOM C 
ON THE CAL POLY CAMPUS
nilRRFI^TLYOPEN CAREER POSITIONS 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Software application utilizing high level of computer and/or assembly language of real time airborne 
systems. Qualifications: B.S.; Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Math, or Physics.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT- Develop, program, and test real time software programs for aircraft 
systems. Software will be used on aircraft computers or simulation lab. Some applications require 
experience with ADA and MIL-STD-216A
The Engineering Department of Grumman Aircraft Systems requires engineers to work at Point 
Mugu on the F-14 Tomcat aircraft. Require degree in CS., EE., Physics, or Math. ALL 
POSITIONS REQUIRE EXPERIENCE. EDUCATION OR COURSE EMPHASIS IN COMPUTER 
SCIENCE. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING/PROGRAMMING WITH APPRQPRIAT.E.CQMP.UIEB 
LANGUAGES. New graduates are encouraged to apply.
BRING RESUME & UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT OB LIST OF COURSES TAKEN 
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calling Megan for an appointment at
543-5939
220 High Street, San Luis Obispo
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Poly sororities, fraternities to 
implement new alcohol policy
■  University pressures prompt greeks to create universal program.
By Sabrina L. Garcia
SlaH Wfilcf______________________________________
In response to national and 
university pressures, the Inter­
fraternity and Panhellenic Coun­
cils of Cal Poly have joined forces 
to create an alcohol and risk 
management policy.
Two groups, the Alcohol Risk 
Management Subcommittee 
(ARMS) and Greeks Advocating 
the Mature Management of 
Alcohol (GAMMA), have been 
working together since fall 
quarter to create a policy ac­
ceptable for all greek houses.
Panhellenic President Kelly 
M c K i b b i n  said that  the 
sororities’ national orgainiza- 
tions have insisted that the indi­
vidual houses form a strict 
alcohol policy for safety and 
liability reasons.
“All of the sororities were try­
ing to implement their own 
policies,” McKibbin said. “By 
forming GAMMA, it’s been 
much easier for sororities to 
come up with an effective policy 
as a group of seven, rather than 
individually.”
GAMMA members include one
representative from each of Cal 
Poly’s seven sororities, and 
ARMS is comprised of one rep­
resentative from each fraternity.
Recently, GAMMA created 
one policy for each sorority to 
follow at all of their events. To 
help GAMMA create that policy, 
it used sample forms from other 
campuses and suggested policies 
from their nationals.
Some of the p>olicy’s require­
ments include no underage 
drinking, at least 10 "sober 
sisters” to monitor the event for 
inappropriate conduct, alter­
native beverages, food, guest 
lists and alcohol limitations for 
those of legal drinking age.
Last week GAMMA brought 
this suggested p>olicy to ARMS 
and asked fraternities to abide 
by the policy at co-sponsered 
events.
A meeting between ARMS, 
GAMMA, sorority and fraternity 
presidents and their advisers will 
be held tonight to discuss the 
policy. At that time, ARMS rep­
resentatives will vote for their 
respective fraternities whether or 
not they will abide by the policy.
“I think it’s going to work,” 
said IFC President James Fit­
zgerald. “1 can’t say it will hap­
pen overnight. It takes a lot of 
programming to initiate some­
thing new. But the lines of com­
munication are open between the 
sororities and fraternities, so I 
can see this working out.”
The only hesitation for the 
fraternities to agree with the 
proposed policy is the restriction 
of underage drinking.
“The biggest problem is for the 
under-21 -year-olds,” said Chris 
Penner, ARMS representative 
for Sigma Alpha Epsilon. “But 
overall the policy is great, emd 
I’m all for it. I’m just worried 
about getting it implemented. 
Realistically, it will only affect 
fraternities six times a year (at 
exchanges), and it’s something 
fraternities will have to deal with 
if they want to do anything with 
sororities.”
Lisa Morrison, GAMMA rep­
resentative for Alpha Phi, said 
the sororities are mainly trying 
to cover their own liability by 
reducing the risks involved with 
See ALCOHOL POLICY, page 6
Students in the Storm
Name: Garen B. Hullinger
Age: 23
C a l P o l y  S t u d e n t :
E l e c t r o n i c  e n g i n e e r i n g  
senior/Army ROTC cadet
Duty: Garen is a MP in 
Saudi Arabia. As a member of 
the Military Police, he works in 
confinement areas handling 
P.O.W.s. Garen was called to 
active military service with the 
649th Military Police Com­
pany.
'The MP company was the 
first unit to be shipped out of 
Camp San Luis Obispo to the 
Persian Gulf this January.
Personal: Garen has been 
in the Persian Gulf since early 
February. In a recent letter 
sent to Cal Poly’s military 
science department, he wrote 
spirits were high and that the 
unit was prepared for its mis­
sion.
Garen also wrote “the sand 
is everywhere, and surprisingly 
the desert gets very cold at 
night.”
Garen future plans include 
being commissioned as a 
second lieutenant in the U.S. 
Army.
Address:




649th MP. CO.-lst PLT.
402nd MP PW CAMP
APO New York, NY 09734
Mustang Daily will he 
giving information on Cal Poly 
students who are stationed in 
the Persian Gulf. I f  you know 
o f any Cal Poly students who 
have been deployed in Opera­
tion Desert Storm who would 
like mail from fellow students, 
contact Mustang Daily at 
756-1143 or stop by Graphic 
Arts Building room 226.
GULF
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that allied forces were advanc­
ing decisively against Iraqi for­
ces. “The news is good,” Bush 
said of the battlefield succes­
ses.
One senior military officer 
in the Pentagon derided the 
Baghdad radio report and said, 
“They want us to pause. They 
want us to stop.” The official, 
who demanded anonymity, 
noted that the report came just
a short time after a Scud 
launch into Dhahran killed at 
least a dozen U.S, servicemen.
Over the last 48 hours, the 
administration has hardened 
its war aims, expressing a 
desire not only to drive Iraq out 
of Kuwait but also to break 
Saddam’s military machine 
and undermine his rule.
The administration ap­
peared intent on making Sad­
dam bow to every U.S. demand
before considering a halt to the 
war. Bush had insisted that 
any Iraqi withdrawal be com­
pleted within a week and that 
Saddam’s wi l l ingness to 
withdraw must be expressed ‘ 
“publicly and authoritatively” 
to the United Nations.
The Soviets had said Iraq 
should complete a pullout 
within three weeks.
Baghdad radio Tuesday 
morning said Foreign Minist.er
'Ilariq Aziz has conveyed this 
decision to the Soviet leader­
ship, but did not say how the 
contact was made.
“The (Iraqi) leadership had 
stressed its acceptance to 
withdraw in accordance with 
U.N. Security Council resolu­
tion 660 when it agreed to the 
Soviet peace proposal,” the 
Iraqi announcement said.
Saddam’s order to pull out 
was announced as his troops
were being pommeled on the 
battlefield and were surrender­
ing by the thousands.
National security adviser 
Brent Scowcrofl called Bush 
with news of the Baghdad 
radio report while the presi­
dent was playing racquetball 
on Capitol Hill in the House 
gymnasium. Bush returned to 
the White House, going directly 
to the living quarters rather 
than to the Oval Office.
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have been ’^ ebating the con­
tradiction between these two 
policies as well as what to do 
about it.
Sacramento State, for ex­
ample, is militantly pursuing the 
matter. Its student association 
submitted and adopted a resolu­
tion against the ROTC ban on 
homosexuals. This resolution is 
up for vote by all CSU campuses.
Cal Poly military science 
department head Sol Garrett 
said that during his career at Cal 
Poly, no homosexual student has 
ever applied to the ROTC 
program. Major Mark Early, a 
military science professor, said 
the same thing. Nevertheless, 
the issue has been a hot item of 
discussion at recent academic 
senate meetings on many cam­
puses.
“Of course everyone is in favoi 
of nondiscrimination,” said Cal 
Poly Statewide Senator James 
Vilkitis, a natural resource 
management professor. “I under­
stand the philosophy of the point 
we’re arguing here, but I don’t 
understand why it’s even an 
issue at Cal Poly. 'The problem 
does not seem to exist here on 
campus.”
Although specific instances of 
ROTC discrimination because of 
sexual orientation have not oc­
curred at Cal Poly, the Academic 
Senate is seeking to eliminate all 
forms of discrimination in cam­
pus-related policies.
Last May the chair of the 
CSU Academic Senate wrote to 
President Bush to inform him 
that the military’s restriction on 
homosexuals doesn’t comply with 
CSU*s nondiscrimination policy. 
The U.S. Department of Defense 
responded with a letter saying 
they appreciated the Academic 
Senate’s concerns about the dis­
crimination of homosexuals, but 
they would not reassess their 
homosexual exclusion policy.
The letter, written by the As­
sistant Secretary of Defense, said 
why the Defense Department 
believes homosexuality is incom­
patible with military service.
According to the letter, the 
presence of homosexuals would 
make it difficult to maintain dis­
cipline, good order, morale, 
mutual trust and confidence 
necessary between service mem­
bers. The letter also said 
homosexual involvement could 
damage public acceptability* of 
military service.
Regardless of this reasoning 
from the military, the CSU 
be l i eves  that  a ban on 
homosexuals still conflicts with 
the CSU’s nondiscrimination 
policy.
So the CSU Academic Senate 
has resolved to terminate the 
ROTC program and is suggesting 
that all campuses consider 
adopting the resolution.
Vilkitis said he is sure the 
resolution will be passed at the 
statewide level. 'The resolution 
will then move down to the in­
dividual campuses to be voted 
on.
As of Feb. 1, CSU campuses at 
Bakersfield, Chico, Fresno and 
Northridge had officially passed 
a resolution supporting the CSU 
position. Vilkitis said other cam­
puses have stated they will not 
address the issue because the 
problem does not exist on the 
campus.
“It’s a hot issue because we 
don’t want to hurt students,” he 
said. “There’s also the opposite 
side of the coin — the ROTC stu­
dents feel that they are being 
discriminated eigainst when (the 
homosexuals ban) is not even an 
issue here.
Vilkitis said, “These ROTC 
students are receiving funding 
and the opportunity to further 
their education from the ROTC 
program.”
In addition to taking these op­
portunities away from ROTC 
students, Vilkitis said the 
Academic Senate, by dropping 
the ROTC program, would be 
fixing a problem that does not 
exist. “I can’t see it going that 
far.”
Cal Poly Academic Senate 
Chair and industrial technology 
professor James Murphy said he 
thinks there is room for negotia­
tion.
Murphy said it is not until the 
student applies for commission­
ing (at the end of their second 
year in the program) that they
must answer questions regarding 
drug use, past felonies and 
homosexuality.
“ITiey can take as many clas­
ses as they want (from the 
military science department) 
without stating whether or not 
they are homosexual.”
“One of my own ideas,” said 
Murphy, “would be to continue 
the program as an educational 
system with the commissioning 
done off-campus.” He said this 
would be a way to comply with 
both the CSU nondiscrimination 
policy and the Defense Depart­
ment’s ban on homosexuals.
Murphy, who was in the 
Marine Corps for 20 years, said 
he would have felt uncomfortable 
with homosexuals in his unit be­
cause the unit members were al­
ways in such close contact.
The Academic Senate at Cal 
Poly, in an unofficial voice vote 
at its last meeting, approved the 
CSU nondiscrimination resolu­
tion. 'The next step is for Cal 
Poly’s state senators to take that 
indication of the Cal Poly 
senate’s position back to the 
statewide senate meeting at the 
end of this week.
Ultimately, said Murphy, the 
resolution would have to be ap­
proved by President Baker before 
it is finally adopted. “Then we 
would have to drop the ROTC
program,” he said.
Murphy said vhe Cal Poly 
Academic Senate will vote on the 
resolution on March 5.
Garre t t  said the d i s ­
criminatory aspect o f the 
military’s ban on homosexuals is 
not a new topic.
“It ranks up there with abor­
tion,” he said. “There’s a lot of 
good points on both sides. 
TTiere’s no way it’s going to be 
resolved (to satisfy everybody).”
Earley said he thinks the 
ROTC program is important and 
unique in the world of education.
“i think it is important that 
we have people in the reserves. 
They could tell us to pack it up 
right now, but we really haven’t 
had any problems with denying 
gays here.”
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Enrollment shows normal 
decline for winter quarter
■ Cal Poly experiences a drop in numbers. 
Officials report 500 fewer are now enrolled.
By Gregg Mansfield
Staff Writer
Cal Poly continued a long 
pattern as enrollment' for the 
winter quarter declined from 
fall totals, university officials 
said late last week.
'The winter 1991 enrollment 
was estimated at 17,225 stu­
dents, a drop of nearly 500 stu­
dents from the fall period. The 
fall quarter enrollment was 
measured at 17,759 students.
“It’s been expected,” said 
Robert Koob, vice president for 
Academic Affairs. “Enrollment 
is usually down in the winter 
and spring quarters.”
'This year’s drop in enroll­
ment is in line with historic 
patterns.
Koob said attendance usual­
ly drops because students 
either leave the university or 
take the quarter off. Fall 
quarter typically has the 
highest enrollment at Cal Poly.
According to Koob, the 
university is budgeted for 
15,000 full-time equivalent stu­
dents. FTE students are people 
who are enrolled in 15 or more 
units of classwork. Cal Poly, 
like other universities, enrolls
additional students to account 
for part-time students who 
take fewer than 15 units.
“We have a target of 15,000 
FTEs,” said Koob. “We’re 
pleased to meet the budgeted 
target.”
At this time last year Cal 
Poly had an enrollment of 
17,314 students. The budgeted 
allotment was for 14,300 full­
time students. There were ac­
tually 15,300 FTE students en­
rolled last year.
According to a public affairs 
press release, the university 
will begin the planning process 
later this year for a master 
plan revision designed to ac­
commodate a target of 17,400 
full-time equivalent students 
by the year 2004.
Koob said for now, the 
university will stay within the 
budget’s allotment. He said he 
doesn’t personally feel the pres­
sure from the state to increase 
the enrollment.
“Growth (for the campus) is 
on hold because o f the 
drought,” said Koob. “There is 
political pressure to grow, but 
that’s at the state (government) 
level right now.”
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dairy farmers caused chaos in the 
valley. After one shooting death, 
a truce was called. All agreed to 
live henceforth in harmony, and 
from this the name of the town 
was derived.
In 1907, the Harmony Valley 
Co. cooperative dairy was 
established, and the town pro­
spered from this business. In its 
heyday, the village boasted a 
large boarding house, a general 
store, a livery and stable, a 
blacksmith feed store, a post of­
fice and a schoolhouse.
The dairy produced some of the 
finest milk, cream, cheese and 
butter in the state. Eventually 
the dairy business moved to San 
Luis Obisjx), and in the late 
1950s the dairy was closed. For 
many years the town was aban­
doned with the exception of the 
post office which remained open.
Restoration began in 1972 to 
bring back the Harmony of years 
ago. Evidence of that restoration 
can be seen on the main and only 
street in town. A facade display­
ing the general store, market and 
blacksmith shop takes visitors 
back in time. The post office, 
which is the size of a walk-in 
closet, still has the old-fashioned 
iron postal boxes from years 
past.
One of the several specialty 
shops near the courtyard is 
Harmony Cellars, owned by 
Chuck Mulligan. The boutique 
winery, which offers free wine­
tasting, features five varietals all 
hand crafted by Mulligan.
Although he is a resident of 
Paso Robles, Mulligan plans to 
start the construction of a
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winery on property owned by his 
in-laws adjacent to the town. He 
hopes to plant wine grapes as 
early as this spring.
“My wife’s grandmother and 
grandfather both worked here 
back in the 1920s,” he said. “He 
was the accountant for the 
creamery, and she ran the boar­
ding house across the street. My 
wife has known about the town 
since she was little, and so we 
used to come here a lot. After I 
learned how to make wine I 
thought this would be a great 
place to start a business.”
Mulligan says that if he and 
his family moved to Harmony 
there definitely would be a popu­
lation explosion — from 18 to 23.
“I think the town kind of at­
tracts people,” he said. “People 
who come here either love it or 
hate, and those who like it, do so 
because of its slowed-down, calm 
atmosphere.”
Up the stairs from Harmony 
Cellars, visitors can wander 
through The Gallery and Nancy 
Wright Designs, where they can 
find anything from paintings and 
jewelry to hand-dyed, hand- 
woven wearable art and clothing.
The Pottery Works, in the 
courtyard, features a large selec­
tion of hand-thrown pottery, 
porcelain and stoneware from the 
Central Coast. Visitors also can 
take delight in the fine crystal in 
Hooper and Company or the 
hand-painted clothing of Hart 
and Company. Down the street, 
at the far end of town, Carl and 
Paula Radke of Phoenix Studios, 
demonstrate their experience in 
glassblowing with one-of-a-kind 
art glass pieces and jewelry.
After a stroll through the 
shops, visitors can relax with the 
locals in the Saloon, which offers 
beer and wine and a variety of 
inexpensive sandwiches, soups 
and salads. Adjacent to the 
saloon is the Old Harmony Pasta 
Factory, known for its home­
made Italian food. The restau­
rant features such items as fet- 
tucine alfredo, sauteed calamari 
and gourmet “Bambino” pizza. 
For Sunday brunch, served from 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m., the menu in­
cludes egg classics, omelettes 
and hand-made apple ravioli.
Fresno resident Peter Sharkey 
has been coming to Harmony for 
the past 10 years, either for an 
ice cream, a meal at the restau­
rant or just to cruise through.
“My family usually comes up 
every year for Sunday brunch for 
my mother-in-law’s birthday,” he 
said. “I don’t mind paying a lit­
tle extra, because it is really good 
food.”
One out-of-town visitor, who 
stopped at the saloon with her 
Cambria resident friend, was 
fascinated by the sign that said 
“Population 18.”
“I wanted to meet the 18 peo­
ple who live here, but I have yet 
to see one around here,” she said, 
in-between bites of hot vegetable 
soup and garlic bread. “It is such 
a cute little town.”
Kathy O’Brien, who helps run 
the Old Harmony Pasta Factory, 
said that most of the visitors are 
from within the county, although 
they have had overseas guests 
who have come back to the area 
and eaten at the restaurant.
“We also have wedding recep­
tions for people who get married 
in the Harmony Chapel (located 
behind the restaurant),” she said. 
“We have a lot of those coming 
up in March and April, and we’re 
pretty busy in the fall too.”
Although the population is on­
ly 18, Harmony is a bustling 
town thanks to tourists and local 
diners. And even if you aren’t 
getting married. Harmony may 
be the perfect hideaway to enjoy 
fine art, good food and good
people.
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Deukmejian extended a policy 
agreement between students, 
their parents and the state pro­
viding for fair and equitable fee 
increases.
The Senate and Assembly 
passed the bill with near 
unanimous support because of 
the option to increase fees up to 
10 percent in emergency cases.
Deukmejian uaid at that time 
he supported the policy which of­
fered “gradual and predictable 
fee increases without creating a 
hardship on students and their 
families by excessive fee in­
creases.”
Six Cal Poly representatives 
went to the capitol to lobby with 
Sen. Gary Hart (D-Santa Bar­
bara), Sen. Ken Maddy (R-San 
Luis Obispo), Assemblyman Jack 
O’Connell (D-Santa Barbara) and 
A s s e m b l y w o m a n  A n d r e a  
Seastrand (R-San Luis Obispo). 
Burris said all four legislators 
have been supportive of Cal Poly 
in the past.
Maddy said he was disturbed 
by the governor’s proposal. “We 
passed that act with a number of 
policy considerations in mind. A 
10 percent increase would be suf­
ficient for any emergencies.” He 
said the legislature would have 
to give this situation a hard look.
Currently, the CSU system 
must provide enrollment spots 
for 33 percent of high school 
graduates, said Burris. “It’s like 
a house for the homeless with no 
roof. There is a space at Cal Poly 
for you, but there’s no guarantee 
that you will get classes, find af­
fordable housing or graduate in 
five years . ”  said Burris .
Maddy  said a g e n e r a l  
scaleback might be a possible 
solution. “The CSU system has a 
responsibility to provide educa­
tion for a certain percentage of 
high school graduates,” he said. 
“We may have to reduce that re­
sponsibility.”
Both Maddy and Burris said 
See LOBBYING, page 7
TRAVEL
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overs don’t cost much extra. ITie 
Balinese culture is very exotic 
and interesting, too. Some call it 
paradise.
Did you get shut out this 
winter on the ski scene? Try ski­
ing this summer! When you go 
down to the Southern Hemi­
sphere, the seasons are reversed. 
It will be winter in New Zealand. 
Mt. Cook, at about 14,000 feet, is 
bound to have great snow (and 
it’s real snow, too).
You could even get a job at a 
ski resort. New Zealand is one of 
the most beautiful countries in 
the world. It’s kind of like 
squishing Hawaii, Oregon and 
Canada into the size of Califor­
nia. They speak English, and 
your money will go twice as far 
as in Europ>e. You could combine 
that with a stopover in Fiji or
Hawaii for a suH’’n’ ski holiday.
This could be the summer of 
Latin America, too. Some cities 
such as Buenos Aires are just 
like those you find in Europe. 
You can practice your Spanish 
while eating a filet mignon with a 
cappucino one night and — a 
week later — be staying in a 
camp on the Amazon River. Rio 
de Janeiro doesn’t lack for ex­
citement, and Peru is full of 
breathtaking Inca ruins high in 
the mountains.
If visiting Europ>e seems too 
risky these days, don’t think that 
means you have to stay home 
and be bored. These other trip 
ideas are quite safe and wor­
thwhile. And you just may run 




having alcohol at co-sp>onsered 
events.
“People don’t realize that we 
are liable — all of us — if some­
one gets hurt at one of our 
events,” Morrison said.
“I think it’s a good policy 
because it’s good risk manage-
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Joins with the M ustang D aily in hoping for the quick and safe return of our friends and loved ones in the Persian Gulf.
ment. We’re just trying to pro­
tect our sisters and the frater­
nities from getting injured at our 
events.” Morrison said.
Chris Anderson, ARMS repre­
sentative for Pi Kappa Alpha, 
said he agrees with the new 
alcohol policy.
“Sooner or later the frater­
nities’ nationals are going to 
make them do this sort of thing,” 
Anderson said.
“The sororities are taking the 
first step towards something 
that needs to be done,” he said.
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they do not foresee this problem 
being solved any time stHm. 
Maddy said it helps to get the 
students’ viewpoints on these 
kinds of issues. “Students have 
more credibility when th«>y stick 
to student issues,” he said.
Burris said five students and 
Hick Johnson, interim director of 
Rec Sports at Cal Poly, would 
lobby on Monday. The ASI rep­
resentatives included ASI Exec­
utive Vice President Burris, ASI 
President Adam Taylor, ASI Fi­
nance Committee member Gene 
Manyak, Director from the 
School of Agriculture John Grise 
and Director from the School of 
Liberal Arts Eric Lambert.
Burris said he was hopeful and 
. felt it was important to express 
 ^ student opinion.
If the 1990 bill, written by 
Maddy,  is overr idden or 
suijpended, it will mean a 30 per­
cent increase within 2 years. 
Burris said, “Most of the stu- 
; dents who don’t get support 
‘ from either grants or parents, 
and who work and try to put 
themselves through school are 









“facilities for certain sports are 
in need of major repair, renova­
tion or replacement.” The report 
also said $2 million to $3 million 
would be needed to upgrade 
Poly’s athletic facilities. Further­
more, the task force recom­
mended that at least four sports 
be dropped because “it is clear 
that given the current financial 
and facilities status that main­
taining a 17-sport program was 
unrealistic and not conducive to 
achieving the excellence that Cal 
Poly seeks in its endeavors.”
Because o f these facility 
shortcomings. Cal Poly’s Campus 
Planning Committee is looking
into developing a sports complex 
which could possibly house the 
baseball, softball, soccer, track 
and football programs.
“Tb my knowledge, this is in 
the stage o f... a vision or a 
thought that has been advanced 
for consideration by the campus 
community,” said Agriculture 
Dean Lark Carter, a member of 
the Campus Planning Commit­
tee.
Where the proposed sports 
complex would be located is 
being investigated by a group of
four students from the architec­
ture and landscape architecture 
departments. The group is 
headed by architecture professor 
Bob Kitamura and Erik Jus- 
tesen, a landscape architect from 
RRM Design in San Luis Obispo.
“What we’re doing is a site 
selection document which ad­
dresses a Cal Poly athletic 
facility,” Justesen said. “It’s 
primarily directed at educational 
types of uses like classroom 
space. There is also a need for a 
baseball field, a soccer field and 
some additional practice area. 
And, perhaps, there is a need for 
a new football stadium complex.”
The group is looking at eight 
potential sites ranging from 12 to 
24 acres. Most of the sites are lo­
cated northwest of the campus 
along the railroad tracks or west 
of the campus along Highland 
Drive.
The eight sites are being 
researched and graded on five 
criteria: proximity to campus 
core, terrain, displacement of 
previously proposed area, size 
and access to site.
Recommendations from the 
group will be made available to 
Baker at the end of February.
“This is sort of a seed docu­
ment saying, Tiook we’ve done 
initial research,’ ” Justesen said. 
“We feel that these are real valid 
sites and that these are the steps 
we want to take after that to 
secure those properties.”
The type of sports complex 
that the athletic department 
would like also has been resear­
ched. A number of coaches met 
with an architecture student this 
fall and designed their ideal 
facility.
The plans for the multiple 
facility complex included an 
Astroturf football field sur­
rounded by a track with a 
stadium capacity of 15,000, a 
baseball field with 3,500 
capacity, a soccer field with 3,000 
capacity, a softball field and a 
football practice field. The sports 
complex also would have locker 
rooms, a weight room, offices for 
coaches and classrooms.
“It’s obviously a multi-million 
dollar project that we dreamed 
up,” said Steve McFarland, the 
baseball coach. “I don’t think 
that it’s going to happen, realisti­
cally, overnight. I think it has 
possibilities.”
What the athletic department
does need in the near future. Cal 
Poly’s Athletic Director Ken 
Walker said, is green space.
“We need a lot of green space 
for 17 sports, and we don’t have 
it,” Walker said. “They’re going 
to put a rec center right in the 
middle of the softball field, so we 
need a new softball field.
“We need a place for soccer to 
practice and compete. The 
baseball diamond practice field 
needs to be completely refur­
bished ... to the p>oint that I don’t 
think it’s very safe. Those are 
kind of the hot spots that need to 
be looked at seriously.”
McFarland agreed with 
Walker’s assessment of Poly’s 
lack of green space.
“We need more green space on 
campus obviously. Just space,” 
McFarland said. “If you look 
around this university and com­
pare it to other state universities 
we probably have the least 
amount, percentage-wise, than 
all of our sister schcx)ls.”
Getting the needed space, 
however, will not be easy. All 
eight selected sites are being 
used in some capacity by the 
School of Agriculture.
In fact, four of the eight sites 




TORTILLA FLATS 9PM 
WIN A CRUISE TO ENSAÑADA $1 
JOIN US TONIGHT
***A.I.A.S.***
MEETING NEXT WED.27,91 






Officer Elections TONIGHT!! 
Mandatory for members-mnning 
or voting. SciBldg B-5 8pm
A n n o u p e e rn c^ n tif
‘ Golden Key*
Time for Election NominaTionsI 
Join us Wed Feb 27 6pm UU216
EARTH DAY
club meetings Thur^ays 02-205
PHIL CLUB 





Come to the first meeting of 
the Cal Poly Robotics Society 
All Mefors Welcome.
Tuesday Feb.26th-Comp.Scl (14-249) 
Room 249 7:00pm
TEACHERS’
SOCIETY MTG WED FEB 27 DEX 228 
| l  GUE ST SPEAKE R :CLASSROOM SELF- 
ESTEEM 7PM ALL WELCOMED!!
il
AEROBIC 1 PmJESS IN5TRUCTUH'
WORKSHOPS: For beginning and 
advanced exercise leaders. 1991 
Workshops begin March 2. Call 
Body Incorporated 546-8278.
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY SERVICE 
& LEARNING AWARD
SCS HAS NOMINATION FORMS AVAIL. 
FOR STUDENTS/STAFF INTERESTED 
IN RECOGNIZING AN OUTSTANDING 
FACULTY MEMBER WHO PROMOTES 
STUDENT LEARNING THROUGH 
VOLUNTEER SERVICE. PICK UP 
APPLICATIONS IN UU217-DUE 3/1
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
IHE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
Poly Reps
Be a part o f this g re it organi­
zation! Application Information 
meeting will be Tues. 2/26 in 
Chumash wing #204 at 7:00pm.
STRESS FREE WEDDING CLASSES 
Back by popular demand. Sat. 
Mar.2 Call 546-9969 for info
Q r o d k  l^ ó w é
ALL GREEK HONOR ROLL
ARE YOU ON IT
CONGRATS
AON MR FRAT 
ROB LOVERING 
OF IIKA
We had no doubts 
Love ur AOII coaches MMJ
DELTA Sigma Phi Spring 91 pledge 
class. Get ready for the time 
of your life. We re pumped.
" f a s h io n  s h o w
Panhellenic is sponsoring a 
fashion show for men & women 
on March 6 at 7 p.m. at Embassy 
Suites. Tix $10 on sale during 
UU hour Thurs. Partial proceeds 
benefit SLO YMCA. Raffle/hors d' 
oeuvres. Call 542-0619 for info.
> Q fd d k  N 6W S
KAO would like to congratulate
STEPHANIE EVANS
on her recent engagement to 
Mike Benz. Best of luck!
kAPPA ALPHA
THETA
HEIDI RUUD WE WOULD LIKE 
TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR 
RECENT LAVALIERING TO JASON 




WILL WALK THE PLANK WITH 
EK AOPi and Pike MARCH 1 1991
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
STEPHANIE EVANS AND MIKE BENZ 
ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT





CHARTERING IN MAY IS JUST 
THE BEGINNING! FROM IOTA CHPT
EXPO ’91
TODAY IN CHUMASH 9:30-1:30 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME! 
BRING RESUMES!
LOST LADY S WATCH 2/15 BETWEEN 
HEALTH CENTER PARKING LOT & 
SANDWICH PLANT REWARD 544 6233
LOST;Pnnce Graduate 90 Tennis 
Racquet. Bob, 544-5194. Reward!
NEED A RIDEII live in MB and 
need a ride to Poly MWF before 
9am.Please helpl Ellen 772-9727
c & w
É" kEEP TXb MA6H0MS \H 
KMOtSVe. Of^eSAGOK, 
KMb I  KEEP \T- LOADED. 
m. omER'S ^ BOTTLE 
m  \T KtkPS ME LOADED. 
I'M TkACEk BDUET. I ’M 
A PR0EE55\0NAL SMO0?.
ATDVJGM jOB, BUT TMEU. I'M A 
TOU&VI SUy. SOME PEOPLE OOHT 
HkE AM AUD\EMC£ VWEU ‘m t'i 
WOkK. EN0U6W OE THEM m i TOLD 
ME SO UHM BWUT \HST«UMEHTS 
mx I ’M A PWREMOLOGVSTS» 
DREAM COME TRUE.
WANTED 100 PEOPLE We Will Pay 
You To Lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days 
all natural,Nationally Televised 
1-800-347-7584
Services
Bus Student will do Tax Returns 
Lorraine 543-2790
JANISE MOBILE AUTO REPAIR 
25YRS EXP WHY PAY MORE 5445380
SENIOR PORTRAITS 
Call Greg at 541-0135
Word Processing
A-i P.E.P. W/P
STRAIGHT W/P OR SPECIAL EDITING, 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR Cal Poly STUDENTS, 
FREE P/U AND DELVY. OCCIDENTAL 
COLLEGE ENGUSH GRAD. 541-1737
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 




)! 15 yrs exp
RESUMES, SEN PROJ , ETC. MACW/ 
LASER PRINTER. LAURA- 549 8966
Opportunities
Commercial Greenhouses 6000sq 
ft Vegies Flwrs Tmspint othr 
&16 9223 544 7588
i :n iBnpioyment
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 - $59.230 
Call (1 )805-687-6000 E xt R-10081 
for current Federal list.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 59.230/yr 
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext R-10081 
for current federal list.
Stimulating and Rewarding SUMMER? 
100 POSTIONS OPENING AT RIVER 
WAY RANCH CAMP,RATED ONE OF 
The Better Camps In The US Near 
Sequoia National Park.COUNSELORS, 
INSTRUCTORS,AND MORE ON 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FEBRUARY 27, 
1991 SEE PALCEMENT CENTER FOR 
LOCATION AND SIGN UPS
VME
BILLS, T><)USU . 
ESPtCiALL'^  bill, my 
B0OyC\E, AMD BILL. MY 3 
PkOBATlOH OFF\CER.. I
S6 WEM A fall 
BRUNETTE OPEMED 
MY DOOR A 
CASE FOR ME, MY 
HEART DID A FEW 
CAL\SYLEM\CS AMD 
I T0Q< FWE JDB
i  For Sale
ENGAGEMEN'^ RING GOLD SAPPHIRE 
$60, CLIMBING ROPE 150FT. $65, 
SNORKELING GEAR $50 546 0851
EPSON MX-80 Printer $50.
Call Dan 544-4382
FOR SALE
YAMAHA DX7 KEYBOARD $450 
ALESIS HR16 DRUM MACHINE $300 
BOSS DR220A DRUM MACHINE $80 
CALL SIMON AT 542-9617
GROW YOUR OWN vegies herbs etc 
Complete INDOOR GROW SYSTEMS 
Mon-Thur4-7pm 544-7918
Bicyciea
6 SPD BIKE BEACH CRUISER NEW 
DRIVEN 6 MILES $125 545-8335
BIANCHI RACING BIKE 12 SP. 
Good Cond. $250 OBO 545 8136
Roommates
...............2 FEM RMMTS NEEDED
SPR OUARTER CLOSE TO POLY 
CALL 541-5258
MASTER BEDROOM FOR RENT SPRING 
QTR IN A ARGE QUIET FARM 
HOUSE RENT NEGOTIABLE 545-80:j
ROOM AVAILABLE $300 MONTH 
WASHER/DRYER PETSOK 544 3034
ROOM FOR RENT FOR 2 TO SHARE 
GREAT HOUSE - CLOSE TO POLY 








ARROYO GRANDE COUNTRY STUDIO 
INCLUDES GAS, ELEC, H20, TRASH 
$325+DE POSIT 489 5855
^^ealore^tclorTan^ome^ 
Close to town
3 Bedroom 2 Bath large Deck 
availabla 4/1. $1200/mo.
Call 541-0316.
ROOM FOR RENT-lovely Laguna Lk 
home, own room or share $315/265 
Fern., avail, immed. 1-373-0313
WOODBRIDGE CONDO- TWO BEDROOM 
IX BATH, GARAGE, NEW PAINT AND 
CARPET. VERY NICE. FURNISHED. 
INCLUDES WASHCR/DRYER. 750/MO 
CALL 549-9876 OR 541-2917 AND 
ASK FOR SEAN FITZPATRICK 
THE REAL ESTATE GROUP OF SLO
f< ^ ,3 * le  „
i  1 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS FOR 
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS S HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
8 Tuesday, February 26, 1991 Mustang Daily
FACILITIES
From page 7
are either all or mostly in intensive cul­
tivation areas, labeled Class 1 land.
Of the 6,000 acres of farm and pas­
ture land Poly has in proximity to the 
campus, only 100 of those are Class 1 
land, said Carter.
“Ever since I’ve been here, there 
have been numerous ideas advanced 
from all sectors of the campus about 
how the agricultural lands could be 
used for purposes other than the 
agricultural instructions program,” 
Carter said. “Foreseeing that there 
would continue to be conflicting ideas 
upon how land resources should be 
used, we proposed a land-use policy 
statement back in 1987 to the Campus 
Planning Comn^ittee.”
The land-use policy, enacted by the 
committee, states that agricultural 
fields will not be used for other campus 
until “a thorough study of theuse
programmatic effect of the reassign­
ment is completed” and “steps are taken 
and a funding source identified to mini­
mize any negative effect on ... agricul­
ture programs before a reassignment is 
made.”
“We recognize that we’re an integral 
part of a whole campus community, and 
we want to be cooperative and work 
together to meet the total objectives of 
Cal Poly,” Carter said. “At the same 
time, we want to have the opportunity 
to explain, prior to changing the use of 
our farmland resources, what the effects 
of that will be on our instructional 
programs.”
Another obstacle the athletic depart­
ment must hurdle in obtaining a sports 
complex is the needed resources to build 
it. As the task force discovered, the pos­
sibility of getting state dollars to fund 
the complex is all but impossible.
“We can’t use state dollars for inter­
collegiate athletic facilities,” Frank 
Lebens, associate vice president for 
Academic Resources and a former task 
force member, said in a recent Mustang 
Daily article. “So where to turn for that 
source of money is really fairly limited.”
One possible source the university 
has looked into is developing some 
property along Highway 1 which is ad­
jacent to Cal Poly. Poly owns two par­
cels of 3.3 acres and 26.4 acres across 
the highway.
The 26-acre parcel is seldom used, 
except occasionally as grazing lands, 
said School of Agriculture Associate 
Dean Larry Rathbun.
Doug Gerard, executive dean of 
Facilities Administration, said Poly has 
looked into the possibility of developing 
the 26-acre parcel through a joint ven­
ture with a developer. The type of 
development has not been discussed, he
GRAPHIC BY ANDY HARDING
Class 1 is the best farm land; Class 2, 3 and 4 land have problems with unavailable water, sloping of the land and 
shallow soil.
said.
'Fhe potential resources raised from 
developing the land are contingent on 
the approval of both the CSU trustees 
and the state’s Department of Finance.
The property is located outside of 
San Luis Obispo’s boundaries and 
would need to be annexed before any 
construction began.
Arnold Jonas, the city planning 
department manager, said the process 
would take at least 18 months.
“(The city’s) goal is to be as coopera­
tive as possible with Cal Poly because 
we’re neighbors,” Joneis said.
However, Jonas said the city has had 
only informal discussions with Poly 
about this possible development, and 
until it is thoroughly analyzed, the city 
won’t take a position on the subject.
“We had a meeting here about two 
weeks ago (with city officials) to explore
how we should go about it,” Gerard 
said. “The bottom line on that was until 
the water issue is pretty much resolved, 
there is really not much either of us can 
do about it. It’s certainly not dead, but 
we’re not pursuing it actively either.
“But there are other ways,” Gerard 
said. “This is the only one that appears 
on the horizon at the moment, but as 
time proceeds, we could get three or 
four million dollars on a grant from one 
of our alumni. It’s hard to say.”
Even harder for coaches and athletes 
is to continue the waiting game for ade­
quate facilities.
Baseball’s predicament is just one 
example. For 15 years, the baseball 
program has been waiting for the state 
to provide it with the resources to build 
the stadium that was designed on the 
campus master plan. For now, the 
proposed stadium, the south end of the
parking lot across Grand Avenue from 
\bsemite Hall, is filled with concrete 
and the baseball team must play off- 
campus.
“For baseball, (the proposed stadium) 
has always been on the 5-year master 
plan,” McFarland said. “I always knew 
it was on the back burner, and I knew it 
was not an immediate need of the 
university and, therefore, nothing was 
going to get done until something hap­
pened, like what came out in this task 
force.”
These findings, McFarland believes, 
will spur the athletic department’s 
chances of getting some new facilities.
“Nothing has become as immediate 
and serious as what’s going on right 
now,” McFarland said. “We never even 
got to this point where anybody even 
talked to anybody on the outside about 
a facility, and this is the first step.”
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